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The BEST Win 4 Strategy: 
Play More Triples  

 
 

I sent out a report about two weeks ago where I discussed identifying 
hot digits in the Win 4 game. My argument was that having just six or 
seven digits to deal with would give you a shorter playlist of numbers  
to focus on. However, it turns out that is NOT a good idea.  
 
A BETTER idea is playing more TRIPLES. 
Let me explain. Here is what you do; write out the last 730 Win 4 
numbers that hit your state (365 x 2 = 730) and paste them into the 
brand new VISUAL DIGIT DIST-730 program (it uses a maximum of 730 
numbers). This will clearly show you what are the TWO hottest digits 
in your state in the last 730 drawings. For example, the two hottest 
digits in New York are 6 and 1.  
 
> GROUP MATCHING SYSTEM-616 
> VISUAL DIGIT DIST-440 
> VISUAL DIGIT DIST-460 
> VISUAL DIGIT DISTRIBUTION-4 
> VISUAL DIGIT DIST-730 
> VISUAL DIGIT DIST-400 
> DOUBLES STRT LIST 00-99 
> SINGLES-DOUBLES (STRT) 
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You need confirmation that these two digit have been hitting as 
TRIPLES (and they should if they are hitting more frequently than other 
digits). HOW can you get confirmation that the hottest digits have 
been hitting as triples (example: 666x and 111x)? You confirm this by 
copying the same list of 730 numbers and pasting them into the brand 
NEW TRIPLE FREQUENCY FINDER-333 program.  
 
> TRIPLE FREQUENCY FINDER-100 
> TRIPLE FREQUENCY FINDER-123 
> TRIPLE FREQUENCY FINDER-122 
> TRIPLE FREQUENCY FINDER-333 
> TRIPLE-FOUR 
> FRONT-PAIR-4 

 
 

The output for New York looks like this (about a week ago): 
 
Triple  Times         Percentage  
666                6          22.222 
000                5          18.519 
111                5          18.519 
222                5          18.519 
333                4          14.815 
555                1          3.704 
999                  1          3.704 
 
Total Items: 7  
Total Occurrences: 27 
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Since 730 drawings is a year in New York (12 months) and 666x and 
111x hit 11 times (6 + 5), this means that 666x or 555x hit about once 
per month.  
 
Triple  Times  Percentage  
666                6          22.222 
000                5          18.519 
111                5          18.519 
222                5          18.519 
333                4          14.815 
555                1          3.704 
999                  1          3.704 
 
 
Here is what I have found; the BEST strategy in the Win 4 game is 
playing the 20 triples that correspond to the two hottest digits in  
the last 730 drawings: 
 
6660 6661 6662 6663 6664 6665 6666 6667 6668 6669  
1110 1111 1112 1113 1114 1115 1116 1117 1118 1119 
 
 
WHY YOU SHOULD PLAY MORE TRIPLES: Notice that the next hottest 
triples in New York are 000 and 222.  They each hit 5 times in the last 
12 months.  
 
Triple  Times  Percentage  
666                6          22.222 
000                5          18.519 
111                5          18.519 
222                5          18.519 
333                4          14.815 
555                1          3.704 
999                  1          3.704 
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If you still want to play more numbers, you should NOT use some other 
system (hot digits, hot pairs, due numbers, playing doubles, etc.,) – 
instead, what you should do is play the 10 numbers that correspond  
to the next hottest digit. Example: (2):  
2220 2221 2222 2223 2224 2225 2226 2227 2228 2229.  
 
This is THE BEST strategy that I know off in the Win 4 game if you 
still want to play more numbers (in addition to the 20 triples that 
correspond to the two hottest digits).  
 
Therefore, I will no longer be teaching how to identify six or seven hot 
digits because this is a much better strategy.   
 
By the way…you can quickly turn any triple into the corresponding 10 
numbers by entering the triple into the Triple-Four program (You need 
Gold membership to access these Win 4 programs): 
 
> TRIPLE FREQUENCY FINDER-122 
> TRIPLE FREQUENCY FINDER-333 
> TRIPLE-FOUR 
> FRONT-PAIR-4 
> BACK-PAIR-4 
> PAIR FREQUENCY FINDER-4 
> 60 DOUBLES STRT LIST 00-99 
> BOX-TO-STRAIGHT-4 
 
For example (using 666 and 111): 
 
Triple-Four  
Triples Entered: 666 111  
 
Win 4 Numbers  
6660 6661 6662 6663 6664 6665 6666 6667 6668 6669  
1110 1111 1112 1113 1114 1115 1116 1117 1118 1119 
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The Proof 
 

What I just explained is a nice theory.  
 
But can I prove it? 
 
YES! 
 
I am writing this on Sunday July 7, 2019.  
 

The triple 2422 hit New York YESTURDAY July 6.  
 
(Also notice that triple 1119 hit on June 25.) 

 
https://www.lotterypost.com/results/ny/calendar/win4 

 
 

 

https://www.lotterypost.com/results/ny/calendar/win4
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Something you should do is paste the same list of 730 numbers 
into the VISUAL DIGIT DIST-400 program. This program will 
only use the most recent 400 numbers and delete the rest. This 
program will tell you what are the hottest digits in the last 400 
drawings (about 6 months) and the two hottest digits will many 
times be same digits you got in the 730 program. If that is NOT 
the case, use the two hot digits you get from the 400 program 
since these are more recent numbers.  
 
 
> GROUP MATCHING SYSTEM-616 
> VISUAL DIGIT DIST-440 
> VISUAL DIGIT DIST-460 
> VISUAL DIGIT DISTRIBUTION-4 

> VISUAL DIGIT DIST-730 
> VISUAL DIGIT DIST-400 
> DOUBLES STRT LIST 00-99 
> SINGLES-DOUBLES (STRT) 
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I will explain this strategy in more detail in my next Kindle: 
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IMPORTANT: Do NOT email me asking me to give you the 
hottest digits in your state: I just explained how to identify 
them. All you need is access to my programs and the last 730 
numbers that hit your state (a year if you are in 2-draw per day 
state or two years if you are in a 1-draw per day state). Here is 
how you can get 6 months of Gold membership: 
 
 
GOLD MEMBERSHIP (6 Months)-Gold membership gives you 
access to ALL my Pick 3, Pick 4, and Pick 5 programs. Gold 
membership is 6 months for $60. If interested, email me with 
$60-GOLD-6 MONTHS on the subject line of your email and 
I will send you a Paypal invoice for $60. I will give you access 
right after I get payment. Email me at 
aanewyork4000@gmail.com 
 
You can also pay for Gold membership on this page: 
https://www.thefastingdiet123.com/60-gold-membership 
 
Email me after you make your payment of $60 and I will 
email you a username and password to login. 

https://www.thefastingdiet123.com/60-gold-membership

